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PPP4C facilitates homologous recombination DNA repair by
dephosphorylating PLK1 during early embryo development
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ABSTRACT

Mammalian early embryo cells have complex DNA repair mechanisms
to maintain genomic integrity, and homologous recombination (HR)
plays themain role in response to double-strandDNAbreaks (DSBs) in
these cells. Polo-like kinase 1 (PLK1) participates in the HR process
and its overexpression has been shown to occur in a variety of human
cancers. Nevertheless, the regulatory mechanism of PLK1 remains
poorly understood, especially during the S and G2 phase. Here, we
show that protein phosphatase 4 catalytic subunit (PPP4C) deletion
causes severe female subfertility due to accumulation of DNA damage
in oocytes and early embryos. PPP4C dephosphorylated PLK1 at the
S137 site, negatively regulating its activity in the DSB response in early
embryonic cells. Depletion of PPP4C induced sustained activity of
PLK1 when cells exhibited DNA lesions that inhibited CHK2 and
upregulated the activation of CDK1, resulting in inefficient loading of
the essential HR factor RAD51. On the other hand, when inhibiting
PLK1 in the S phase, DNA end resection was restricted. These results
demonstrate that PPP4C orchestrates the switch between high-PLK1
and low-PLK1 periods, which couple the checkpoint to HR.
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INTRODUCTION
Homologous recombination (HR), which serves to eliminate
deleterious lesions, such as double-strand DNA breaks (DSBs)
and interstrand crosslinks, from chromosomes, is indispensable for
maintenance of genome integrity and protection against cancers in
humans (San Filippo et al., 2008). Two important steps of HR
include: DSB end resection, which is induced by exo- and
endonuclease, such as CtIP, Mre11 and EXO1 (Chapman et al.,
2012; Shibata et al., 2014; Chanut et al., 2016), following the
formation of RPA-coated 3′ single strand DNA (ssDNA) ends; and
single-strand invasion, which involves displacement of RPA from
the ssDNA and assembly of RAD51 filaments mediated by BRCA2
(Ciccia and Elledge, 2010), following the formation of D-loop
structures and DNA synthesis.

During the transition of the two steps, numerous kinases and
phosphatases are coordinated in the regulation of the progression.
PLK1, a highly conserved serine/threonine kinase, is typically
overexpressed in cancer cell lines and is considered to be a potential
target for antisense tumor therapy (Elez et al., 2000; Liu et al.,
2017). Paradoxically, PLK1 is recruited, stimulating DNA end
resection and promoting HR by suppressing the canonical
DNA double-strand break ubiquitylation response at broken forks
(Nakamura et al., 2021); however, PLK1-mediated phosphorylation
of CtIP promotes error-prone microhomology-mediated end-joining
(MMEJ), which fails to initiate extended end resection and
suppresses HR (Wang et al., 2018). On the other hand, PLK1
phosphorylates the essential RAD51 recombinase at serine 14
during the cell cycle, which facilitates its recruitment to damaged
sites and promotes HR-mediated repair (Yata et al., 2012; Peng
et al., 2021); however, PLK1 also inhibits the checkpoint kinase
CHK2 by inactivating its FHA domain, which dismantles the DNA
damage checkpoint and is detrimental to DNA damage repair (van
Vugt et al., 2010). Furthermore, PLK1 upregulates the activation of
CDK1 by suppression of Wee1 and Myt1 (van Vugt et al., 2004;
Inoue and Sagata, 2005), and activation of CDC25 (Qian et al.,
2001; Lobjois et al., 2009; Tang et al., 2020) in both normal
condition and after DNA damage-induced G2/M arrest. In human
cells, DSB end resection requires the regulation of CDKs (Huertas
and Jackson, 2009), but it must be inactivated after DNA end
resection, which allows Rad51 and BRCA2 to interact and use the
RPA-coated ssDNA to initiate single strand invasion (Esashi et al.,
2005; Jazayeri et al., 2006; Buisson et al., 2017). Remi et al.
provided a model in which HR is a biphasic process requiring both
high-CDK and low-CDK periods (Buisson et al., 2017), but
whether the activity of PLK1 also changes dynamically during HR
is not known; if it does, what regulates the inactivation of PLK1 in
checkpoint response?

In mammalian species, two conserved sites [Ser137 (S137) and
Thr210 (T210)] of phosphorylation are associated with the
activation of PLK1. Although it had been reported that PLK1
could be inhibited in response to DNA damage (Smits et al., 2000;
Tang et al., 2006; Jang et al., 2007), in which CHK1 or PP2Amight
be involved in its regulation, how the two conserved sites of PLK1
may be dephosphorylated during HR has not yet been determined.

In 2008, Kazuhito and colleagues found that PPP4C could
negatively regulate Cdk1 activity in mouse embryonic fibroblast
(MEF) cells (Toyo-oka et al., 2008). Although they demonstrated
the function of PP4C inmicrotubule (MT) organization, they did not
investigate its function in the DNA damage response (DDR) or the
cause of an unscheduled activation of Cdk1. Other studies before
and since showed the PPP4 involvement in the activity of the critical
DNA repair factors H2AX, RPA2, KAP-1 and 53BP1 (Keogh et al.,
2006; Chowdhury et al., 2008; Nakada et al., 2008; Lee et al., 2010,
2012, 2014; Isono et al., 2017), but the physiological role of PPP4 in
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mammalian species, especially its relationship with CDK1, needs to
be systematically identified.
The two major pathways for DSB repair are thought to act as

follows: non-homologous end joining (NHEJ) is used primarily in
the G1 phase of the cell cycle, while HR is used primarily in the S
and G2 phase, following replication of the genome (Symington and
Gautier, 2011). However, unlike somatic cells, early developing
embryos have an extremely short G1 phase (Artus and Cohen-
Tannoudji, 2008) and HR is the main pathway responsible for the
promotion of DSB repair (Bohrer et al., 2018), including in
mammalian zygotes (Smirnov et al., 2020). A violation of genomic
integrity during the embryonic period often leads to death
(Khokhlova et al., 2020), corresponding disease and pregnancy
loss. According to the features of DNA repair, early developing
embryos provide a suitable model to study the HR process. On the
other hand, oocytes in growing follicles show higher resistance to
DNA damage than somatic cells (Marangos and Carroll, 2012;
Nguyen et al., 2019; Gebel et al., 2020), which makes their use a
new avenue for researching DNA damage response in early embryos
by specific knockout of maternal factors. There have been studies
showing that maternal depletion of DDR factors only impacts DDR
in embryos without having any detrimental effect on oocyte
maturation (Xu et al., 2015; Huang et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2019).
In this study, we investigated the function of PPP4C in early

embryo cells using a conditional knockout approach. Initially, we
found that PPP4C-deficient females were subfertile due to DDR
defects. Furthermore, we determined that CDK1 was unusually
activated after DNA end resection, after which CDK1 should be
deactivated. Finally, we showed that PPP4C regulated CDK1 by
dephosphorylating PLK1 at the S137 site during HR.

RESULTS
Generation of Ppp4c conditional knockout mouse line
To study the functions of PPP4C during oogenesis and early embryo
development, its expression was first analyzed by immunoblotting
extracts from germinal vesicle (GV) oocytes to two-cell stage
embryos using an antibody directed against mouse PPP4C
(Fig. S1A). PPP4C was expressed throughout the oocyte meiotic
maturation process and embryo development. The subcellular
localization of PPP4C in mouse oocytes was further investigated by
immunofluorescence staining (Fig. S1B,C). PPP4C was distributed
in both nuclei and cytoplasm during oocyte meiotic maturation and
during embryo development without specific localization. We
constructed a conditional knockout C57BL/6J background mouse
line of Ppp4c by CRISPR/Cas9-Mediated Genome Engineering, in
which exon 3 of Ppp4c was flanked by LoxP sites (Fig. 1A). A total
of 25 pups were born from 150 embryos transferred into foster
mothers (17% live-birth rate). The PCR examination of each pup
indicated that nine mice might carry the Ppp4c floxed allele, and
five out of nine mice were picked out for sequencing, which
indicated that all of the five mice carried the Ppp4c floxed allele
(data not shown). Ppp4cfl/fl mice were crossed with transgenic mice
expressing the Zp3 promoter-mediated Cre recombinase to generate
Ppp4cfl/fl; Zp3-Cre male mice. Ppp4cfl/fl; Zp3-Cre male mice were
then crossed with Ppp4cfl/fl female mice to generate Ppp4cfl/fl

female mice (hereafter called wild type) as controls and Ppp4cfl/fl;
Zp3-Cre female mice (hereafter called Zko) in which Ppp4c was
specifically deleted in oocytes. The three Ppp4c alleles (flox, wild
and an exon 3-deleted allele named Δ) were genotyped with PCR
(Fig. 1B). By mRNA analysis and western blot, we confirmed that
expression of Ppp4c gene in germinal vesicle oocytes from Zko
females was absent (Fig. S2A, Fig. 1C).

PPP4C is crucial for female fertility but is not essential for
oocyte meiotic maturation
To investigate the effect of oocyte-specific knockout of PPP4C on
female fertility, a breeding assay was carried out by mating wild-
type or Zko female mice as they were 6 weeks old with wild-type
C57BL/6J background males of proven fertility for 6 months. We
checked daily for counting the cumulative total number of litters and
pups per month (Table S1). As shown in Fig. 1D, Zko female mice
were severely subfertile and gave birth to about 60% fewer pups
than wild-type mice. To explore the reason for subfertility, natural
ovulations of the two groups were assessed first. However, the
number of eggs was not significantly different between mutant mice
and the control (Fig. 1E, 8.33±0.12 versus 7.69±0.17, P>0.05).
Furthermore, we compared the oocyte meiotic maturation
progression in Zko mice with that in wild-type mice. The GV
oocytes were employed for culture in vitro to observe the major
events during the meiotic maturation process. Indeed, the absence of
PPP4C seemed to have no influence on the oocyte meiotic
maturation rate because there was no significant difference in PBE
rates between the two groups (Fig. S2B, 71.7±7.1% versus
61.7±4.8%, respectively). Further analysis of spindle organization
(Fig. S2C) and chromosome segregation (Fig. S2D) in the oocyte M
II stage showed no significant difference between wild-type and the
Zko group. Therefore, PPP4C might be dispensable for oocyte
meiotic resumption and completion of the first meiosis.

Loss of PPP4C leads to defective early embryonic
development
To find the causes of female sub-fertility in Zko, we extended our
observation to mouse embryo development. Embryos from wild-
type and Zko females were collected at embryonic day (E) 0.5 and
cultured in vitro to develop into the next cleavage stage. The zygotes
from Zko female mice had extruded the second polar bodies and
showed two visible pronuclei (Fig. 2A). However, only 27.9±6.8%
embryos that were collected from Zko female mice could progress
into blastocysts, whereas the blastocyst rate of the wild type could
reach 91.1±4.1% (Fig. 2B). Most mutant embryos were arrested at
different stages before progressing into blastocysts (Fig. 2A,B). In
vivo, even though a few mutant embryos could implant and develop
in the uterus (Fig. 2C), the average number of embryos at E10.5
(Fig. 2D and Table S2) was significantly lower, and ∼80%
successfully mated mutant female mice even did not have implanted
embryos.

Depletion of PPP4C impairs genomic integrity in oocytes and
fertilized eggs
As PPP4C is involved in DNA damage repair, we hypothesized
that the genomic integrity of normal-looking oocytes and zygotes
of Ppp4c mutant mice had been impaired. Single-cell gel
electrophoresis (comet assay) was used to quantify the extent of
unrepaired DNA damage in GV and metaphase II (MII) oocytes. As
expected, GV and MII oocytes of Zko female mice showed
large amounts of DNA damage; the amount of comet tail DNA
increased 2.6- and 4.6-fold, respectively, when quantified using
CASP software (Fig. 3A-F). Although a few lesions existed in
GV oocytes of wild type, as indicated by elongated comet tail
(Fig. 3A,B), the lesions were not found in MII oocytes (Fig. 3D,E).
So we speculated that there might be DNA repair during oocyte
maturation. We assessed γH2AX, a marker of DNA damage
(McManus and Hendzel, 2005), during oocytes maturation using
chromatin spread preparations. Unfortunately, as shown in
Fig. S3A, γH2AX is not a good marker for DNA damage in
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metaphase. To determine whether PPP4C was involved in DNA
repair in mouse zygotes, γH2AXwas assessed in zygotes of relevant
pronuclear (PN) stages by staining. Mouse zygotes were obtained at
22 h (PN2), 24 h (PN3), 28 h (PN4) and 30 h (PN5) post-hCG and
stained with anti-γH2AX antibody, as previously described (Xu
et al., 2015). In wild-type zygotes, γH2AX foci initially appeared at
the PN2 stage, and dramatically increased at PN3 and PN4 stages,
and almost disappeared at the late PN5 stage (Fig. 3G and Fig. S3B,
left panel). However, compared with the wild type at PN2 and late
PN5 stages, γH2AX foci persisted in PPP4C-deficient zygotes
(Fig. 3G-I, Fig. S3B). This also indicated that the DNA damage in
embryos may come from two sources: DNA damage remaining in
oocytes and DNA replication in zygotes.

Formation of micronuclei in PPP4C-deficient 2-cell embryos
Asmost of PPP4C-deficient embryos were arrested at different stages
and about half of them (43.14%±0.08 at E2.5) were arrested at the

two-cell stage (Fig. 2B), we then investigated the role of PPP4C in
DNA repair at the two-cell stage. A primary function of the cell cycle
is replication of the genome and it is divided into four phases: G1, S,
G2 and M. To determine the cell-cycle dynamics of two-cell
embryos, we used BrdU labeling. As shown in Fig. 4A, cell entry into
S phase occurred almost immediately after one-cell division, and
DNA replication was completed after about 9 h. PPP4C deficiency
did not affect the replication process. To determine whether PPP4C
was involved in DNA repair in two-cell embryos, γH2AX was
assessed by staining.We analyzed the γH2AX foci in the G2 phase of
two-cell embryos, in which endogenous DNA lesions have been
repaired or are being repaired (Lindahl and Barnes, 2000; Derijck
et al., 2008) and γH2AX has been dephosphorylated (Xu et al.,
2015). However, the observed accumulation of γH2AX (Fig. 4B,C)
demonstrated that DNA lesions could not be repaired in the G2
phase of two-cell PPP4C-deficient embryos. We further observed
that numerous abnormal micronuclei existed in the PPP4C-deficient

Fig. 1. Generation and fertility of Ppp4c
conditional knockout mouse line.
(A) Schematic of strategy for generating a
Ppp4c conditional knockout mouse.
(B) PCR genotyping of flox band, wild-type
band and Δ band, corresponding to 625 bp,
557 bp and 353 bp, respectively.
(C) Western blotting performed with
wild-type and Zko oocytes with antibodies
against PPP4C showed highly reduced
expression of PPP4C in Zko oocytes.
(D) Reduced fertility of Zko female mice.
Continuous breeding showed the
cumulative number of pups per female
mouse over 6 months. Four mice of each
genotype were used. (E) Natural ovulation
of Zko female mice. Fertilized eggs were
collected and counted from females with
vaginal plugs after mating. Data are mean
±s.e.m. ***P<0.001. The total numbers of
analyzed mice are indicated (n).
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two-cell embryos (Fig. 4D,E), which might be caused by severe
genomic rearrangements and chromosome fragmentation (Zhang
et al., 2015).

PPP4C deficiency induces sustaining CDK1 activity and
influences RAD51 recruitment
According to the classic theory, NHEJ is used primarily in the G1
phase of the cell cycle and HR is used primarily in the S and G2
phase (Symington and Gautier, 2011). In addition, according to our
results (Fig. 4A) and to a previous report, mouse early cleavages are
characterized by a short G1 phase (Artus and Cohen-Tannoudji,
2008). We speculated that the PPP4C deficiency might cause HR
defects. To confirm the hypothesis, we analyzed the two critical
steps of HR – DNA end resection and ssDNA invasion – which
were marked with RPA2 and RAD51, respectively (Ciccia and
Elledge, 2010). As shown in Fig. 5A-C, depletion of PPP4C
induced RPA2 (a DNA end resection marker) foci accumulation in
the nuclei of the G2 phase of two-cell embryos, and this was not
replaced by RAD51 (a ssDNA invasion marker) when DNA
exhibited etoposide (Etop)-induced lesions. This demonstrated that
DNA end resection had taken place and ssDNA invasion was
prevented by PPP4C deficiency, so HR could not take place. To
assess whether DNA synthesis was influenced in PPP4C-deficient
embryos, G2-phase two-cell embryos were stained using anti-
FANCD2 antibody, a marker of DNA synthesis. As shown in
Fig. S4A, DNA synthesis could not be completed in PPP4C-
deficient G2-phase two-cell embryos.

On the one hand, CHK1 directly regulates RAD51 by
phosphorylating its Thr309 (Sørensen et al., 2005); on the other
hand, assembly of RAD51 filaments on RPA2-coated ssDNA is
mediated by BRCA2 (West, 2003), and the CDK-dependent
phosphorylation of BRCA2 C terminus is very important for the
interaction between RAD51 and BRCA2 (Esashi et al., 2005). So
we assessed relevant phosphorylated protein expression by western
immunoblotting to investigate which regulatory protein was
responsible for the defective RAD51 assembly in the G2 phase.
In PPP4C-deficient two-cell embryos, CHK1 could be duly
activated in response to DNA damage (Fig. 5D,E). However, the
activity of CDK1was not inhibited (Fig. 5D). Nomatter whether the
two-cell embryos were treated with Etop or not, CDK1 still
maintained a higher activity and the S3291 site of BRCA2 was
phosphorylated in PPP4C-deficient G2-phase two-cell embryos
(Fig. 5F and Fig. S4B), which blocked the interaction between
BRCA2 and RAD51.

Paradoxically, it has been reported that CHK1 could
phosphorylate the protein phosphatase CDC25 to inhibit the
activity of CDK1 (Sanchez et al., 1997), i.e. there are other
signaling pathways participating in regulating CDK1 in early
embryos. We also assessed the activation status of CHK2, another
DNA damage checkpoint kinase that also regulates the activity of
CDK1 through CDC25 (Karlsson-Rosenthal and Millar, 2006).
Normally, when DNA is damaged in cells, the two checkpoint
kinases (CHK1 and CHK2) are activated, triggering cell cycle arrest
to allow cells to have enough time for repair. So factors (e.g. CDC25

Fig. 2. Maternal depletion of PPP4C leads to embryo
development arrest. (A,B) Wild-type and Zko females were
super-ovulated and mated with normal fertile males. Embryos
were collected at E0.5 and cultured in KSOM medium in vitro.
The developmental stages of embryos were judged according
to blastomere numbers. Rates of developing embryos at
different stages derived from at least five females are shown.
Data are mean±s.e.m. from three independent experiments.
Scale bars: 20 μm. (C) Representative images of embryos at
E10.5 from wild-type and Zko females are shown. (D) The
number of embryos in the uterus at E10.5. Data are mean
±s.e.m. **P<0.01. The total numbers of analyzed mice are
indicated (n).
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and CDK) governing cell cycle progression are required to
inactivate temporarily. However, as shown in Fig. 5G and
Fig. S6A, PPP4C deficiency blocked the activation of CHK2 to
respond to DNA damage, and enhanced the activity of CDC25B
(Fig. 5H, Fig. S6B) when DNA in G2-phase two-cell embryos
exhibited induced lesions following treatment with 10 Gy X-ray.
These results suggest that sustaining CDK1 activity might be caused
by the defective response of CHK2 to DNA damage.

DNA damage in PPP4C-deficient embryos could be rescued
by inhibition of PLK1
As reported previously (van Vugt et al., 2010), PLK1 could regulate
the activation status of CHK2 by binding 53BP1 during the G2/M
phase transition. Therefore, we hypothesized that sustaining PLK1
activity might induce CHK2 inactivation in PPP4C-deficient
embryos and performed a rescue experiment to confirm this point.
As shown in Fig. 6A and Fig. S6C, the failure of the CHK2

Fig. 3. Depletion of PPP4C impairs genomic integrity of oocytes and fertilized eggs. (A-C) The GV oocytes of representative images are shown. The comet
tail length and DNA proportion were quantified using CASP software. Wild-type and Zko females were analyzed by single-cell gel electrophoresis (comet assay).
Representative images are shown. The comet tail length and DNA proportion were quantified using CASP software (length rate=tail length/total length). (D-F) MII
oocytes of wild-type and Zko females were analyzed by single-cell gel electrophoresis (comet assay). (G) Zygotes of wild-type and Zko females were obtained at
22, 24, 28 and 30 h post-hCG and stained with anti-γH2AX antibody. (H,I) Quantification of γH2AX foci in both pronuclei of individual zygotes obtained at PN2 or
PN5 stage, respectively. Data are mean±s.e.m. from three independent experiments. The total numbers of analyzed zygotes are indicated (n). ***P<0.001. Scale
bars: 100 μm in A,D; 20 μm in G.
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checkpoint in PPP4C-deficient two-cell G2 embryos was rescued
by inhibition of PLK1 for 3 h. Moreover, the failure of RAD51
recruitment in PPP4C-deficient G2 phase two-cell embryos was
also rescued by inhibition of PLK1 or CDK1 (Fig. 6B-D), when
embryos were treated with Etop and a PLK1 inhibitor, BI2536, or a
CDK1 inhibitor, Ro3306, for 3 h before staining. Definitively,
γH2AX and RPA2 foci could both be erased in PPP4C-deficient
embryos by inhibition of PLK1 or CDK1 (Fig. 6E-G). To
demonstrate that the failure of RAD51 recruitment is due to the
inactivation of CHK2 in PPP4C-deficient embryos, we performed
an inhibition experiment. As shown in Fig. 6H, inhibition of CHK2
with BML-277 prevented RAD51 recruitment when two-cell
embryos were treated with Etop for 3 h. In addition, inhibition of
CHK2 with BML-277 also prevented RAD51 rescue in PPP4C-
deficient two-cell embryos when co-treated with BI2536 and Etop
for 3 h (Fig. 6I). However, RPA2 appeared as aberrant spreading in
the nuclei rather than as a typical homogenous sphere when treated
with BI2536, indicating that the arrangement of RPA2 was
disrupted and its recruitment might involve PLK1 activity.

DNA end resection requires PLK1 activity
Post-resection CDK1 inhibition is important for the second phase of
HR, but CDK1 activity is also required for DNA end resection – one
of the initial events in HR (Huertas et al., 2008; Huertas and
Jackson, 2009; Ferretti et al., 2013;Wang et al., 2013; Buisson et al.,
2017). There has been little direct evidence showing that PLK1
activity is also required for DNA end resection. To address this, we
first analyzed the γH2AX and RPA2 foci in S-phase two-cell
embryos between the control and PPP4C-deficient groups. As
shown in Fig. 7A,B, PPP4C deficiency resulted in more serious
DNA damage and resection in S-phase two-cell embryos. However,
inhibition of PLK1 starting at the G1 phase affected RPA2

recruitment to the DNA damage site and RAD51 could not be
loaded (Fig. 7C), which demonstrated that PLK1 activity was
required for DNA end resection. More importantly, inhibition of
PLK1 after the G1 phase affected the DNA damage response, so that
two-cell embryos could not form γH2AX foci when treated with
Etop (Fig. S4C).

PPP4C interacts with PLK1 in the context of DNA damage,
and knocking out PPP4C enhances PLK1 phosphorylation
It has been reported that S137 and T210 are two major
phosphorylation sites in activated PLK1 (Jang et al., 2002; Lowery
et al., 2005). We speculated that PLK1 may be a substrate of PPP4C,
and PPP4C depletion increases the level of phosphorylation of PLK1.
To test this hypothesis, MYC-PPP4C and HA-PLK1 were expressed
in 293T cells by transfecting indicated plasmids for co-
immunoprecipitation (co-IP) experiments. As expected, regardless
of whether anti-MYC antibody or anti-HA antibody was used for co-
IP, we observed clear co-IP between PPP4C and PLK1 (Fig. 8A).
Using the NICIF assay, a protein phosphorylation prediction method
related to the isoelectric point (pI) of a protein, we determined that the
PLK1 peaks reflected post-translational modification (PTM) of PLK1
changes in the G2 phase of two-cell embryos between wild-type and
PPP4C-deficient mice (Fig. S5). Disappearance of the pI 8.8 peak
indicated that high level phosphorylation of PLK1 might exist in
PPP4C-deficient two-cell embryos. To test whether the activity of
PLK1 was affected by PPP4C deficiency, we assessed the
phosphorylation status of S137 and T210 sites in PLK1 by western
immunoblotting (Fig. 8B, Fig. S6D). S137 phosphorylation was
detectable at a higher level when wild-type two-cell embryos were
untreated and decreased when treated with Etop for 3 h. However, in
the absence of PPP4C, the S137 site remained phosphorylated at an
elevated level regardless of whether two-cell embryos were treated

Fig. 4. PPP4C is required for DNA repair in mouse embryos. (A) Dynamics of BrdU staining during the two-cell phase of wild-type and Zko groups. Embryos
were pre-treated with BrdU for 1 h before staining. (B) Representative images of γH2AX foci in G2 phase of two-cell embryos in wild-type and Zko groups.
(C) Quantification of γH2AX foci in B was analyzed with Imaris software. (D) Representative images of micronuclei in G2 phase of two-cell embryos in wild-type
and Zko groups. (E) Quantification of cells displayingmicronuclei in D. Data aremean±s.e.m. from three independent experiments. **P<0.01 and ***P<0.001. The
total numbers of analyzed embryos are indicated (n). Scale bars: 20 μm.
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with Etop, and BI2536 could decrease its phosphorylation level.
Puzzlingly, T210 phosphorylation remained at lower levels when
wild-type two-cell embryos were untreated, and increased when
treated with Etop for 3 h. PPP4C deficiency prevented the tendency
of T210 to be phosphorylated, but not significantly. Together, these
results clearly show that, in response to DNA damage, PPP4C might
directly dephosphorylate PLK1 at the S137 site. But we do not know

the relationship between the two sites of PLK1 when DNA displays
damage.

Phosphorylation of PLK1 at S137 and T210 influences RPA2
and RAD51 recruitment
To understand how the phosphorylation status of S137 and T210
affects HR in two-cell embryos, we analyzed cells expressing a set

Fig. 5. PPP4C deficiency induces sustained CDK1 activity and influences RAD51 recruitment. (A) Representative images of RAD51 and RPA2 foci in G2
phase of two-cell embryos in wild-type and Zko groups. Embryos were treated with or without Etop for 3 h before staining. Scale bars: 20 μm. Quantification of
RAD51 (B) and RPA2 (C) foci in Awas analyzed with Imaris software. Data are mean±s.e.m. from three independent experiments. ***P<0.001. The total numbers
of analyzed embryos are indicated (n). (D) PPP4C deficiency induced DNA damage and CHK1 activated, but did not inhibit CDK1 activity. Levels of the indicated
proteins in G2 phase of two-cell embryos were analyzed by western blot. (E) DNA damage results in CHK1 activation and CDK1 deactivation in wild-type
embryos. Levels of the indicated proteins in G2 phase of two-cell embryos in the wild type were analyzed by western blot. Embryos were treated with or without
Etop for 3 h before harvest. (F) Activated CDK1 in PPP4C-deficient two-cell embryos induced BRCA2 S3291 hyper-phosphorylation. Levels of the indicated
proteins in the G2 phase of two-cell embryos were analyzed by western blot. (G) PPP4C deficiency affected CHK2 activity. Levels of the indicated proteins in the
G2 phase of the two-cell embryos were analyzed by automated western immunoblotting. Embryos were treated with a 10 Gy X-ray and harvested 1 h later.
(H) PPP4C deficiency induced sustained CDC25 activity in the G2 phase of two-cell embryos after 1 h irradiation with 10 Gy. Levels of the indicated proteins were
analyzed by automated western immunoblotting.
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Fig. 6. See next page for legend.
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of PLK1 variants, including wild type (PLK1WT), a phospho-null
mutant in S137 site (PLK1S137A), a phosphomimetic mutant in the
S137 site (PLK1S137D), and a phosphomimetic mutant in both S137
and T210 sites (PLK1STDD). The substitution of either T210 or
S137 with Asp elevates the kinase activity of PLK1. However, the
substitution of S137 with Ala decreases the kinase activity (Jang
et al., 2002). Wild-type zygotes were collected 24 h post-hCG and
injected with the sets of PLK1 variants. These zygotes cleaved into
two-cell embryos without obvious developmental delay (data not
shown). However, the two-cell embryos expressing PLK1S137D and
PLK1STDD showed increased RPA2 and γH2AX foci, and few
RAD51 foci compared with those expressing PLK1WT in G2 phase
(Fig. 8C-F). This suggests that sustaining activation of PLK1 leads
to failure of RPA2-coated ssDNA replacement by RAD51. In
addition, expressing PLK1S137A abolished the recruitment of RPA2
to DNA repair foci in Etop-treated G2-phase two-cell embryos
(Fig. 8D), which resembled the phenotype of inhibition of PLK1
since the G1 phase (Fig. 7C).
Together, these data demonstrate that the process of HR requires

not only the activation but also the inactivation of PLK1, during
which PPP4C is responsible for the transition. PLK1 activation is
needed to maintain CDK1-dependent resection when cells are
facing DNA damage and replication stress. However, sustaining
CDK1 activation blocks RAD51 recombination activity by
phosphorylating the S3291 site of BRCA2. As the HR continues,
PPP4C suppresses the activity of PLK1 by dephosphorylating the
S137 site. DNA damage in the checkpoint protein results in
inhibition of CDK1 activity, followed by activation of BRCA2 and
RAD51 focus formation.

DISCUSSION
PPP4 plays important roles in the DNA damage response, as
previously reported (Chowdhury et al., 2008; Nakada et al., 2008;
Lee et al., 2010; Liu et al., 2012; Lee et al., 2014). PPP4 has been
shown to contribute to DNA damage repair by dephosphorylating
γ-H2AX, RPA2, 53BP1 and KAP-1, which regulate the essential
steps in DNA damage repair. As two major pathways for DSB
repair, NHEJ is used primarily in the G1 phase of the cell cycle,
while HR is used primarily in the S and G2 phases (Symington and
Gautier, 2011). We investigated the role of PPP4C in HR of early
mammalian embryos by minimizing its impact on NHEJ, because
mouse early cleavages are characterized by a short G1 phase (Artus
and Cohen-Tannoudji, 2008).
In this study, we show that: (1) PPP4C, as protein phosphatase 4

catalytic subunit, is dispensable for oocyte growth and meiotic

maturation, but the genome integrity of MII oocytes is damaged due
to the absence of PPP4C; (2) PPP4C dysfunction induces HR failure
along with embryo development arrest at different cleavage stages;
(3) PPP4C mediates de-phosphorylation of PLK1 at the S137 site
and regulates its inactivation in HR; and (4) the activity of PLK1 is
dynamically changed during HR, during which high PLK1 activity
promotes DNA end resection and low PLK1 activity guarantees
RAD51 recruitment by regulating the CHK2-CDC25-CDK1
pathway.

Fig. 6. DNA damage in PPP4C-deficient embryos could be rescued by
inhibition of PLK1. (A) The failure of the CHK2 checkpoint in PPP4C-deficient
G2 phase two-cell embryos was rescued by inhibition of PLK1. Embryos were
treated with or without a PLK1 inhibitor, BI2536, for 2 h before irradiation with a
10 Gy X-ray and maintained for 1 h before harvest. Levels of the indicated
proteins were analyzed by automated western immunoblotting. (B) The failure
of RAD51 recruitment in PPP4C-deficient G2 phase two-cell embryos is
rescued by inhibition of PLK1 or CDK1. Embryos were treated with Etop and
BI2536 or Ro3306 (CDK1 inhibitor) for 3 h before staining. (C,D) Quantification
of RAD51 foci in B was analyzed with Imaris software. (E) γH2AX and RPA2
foci were erased by inhibition of PLK1 or CDK1. Embryos were treated with
BI2536 or Ro3306 for 3 h before staining. (F,G) Quantification of γH2AX (F)
and RPA2 (G) foci in E was analyzed with Imaris software. (H) Inhibition of
CHK2with BML-277 prevents RAD51 recruitment when two-cell embryoswere
treated with or without Etop. (I) Inhibition of CHK2 with BML-277 prevents
RAD51 rescue in PPP4C-deficient two-cell embryos. Scale bars: 10 μm in B,H,
I; 20 μm in E. Data are mean±s.e.m. from three independent experiments.
***P<0.001. The total numbers of analyzed embryos are indicated (n).

Fig. 7. DNA end resection requires PLK1 activity. (A,B) PPP4C deficiency
results in more serious DNA damage and resection in S phase of two-cell
embryos. (A) Representative images of γH2AX and RPA2 foci. Embryos were
fixed after 3 h when embryos entered the two-cell phase. (B) Quantification of
γH2AX and RPA2 foci was analyzed with Imaris software. Data are mean
±s.e.m. from three independent experiments. **P<0.01. The total numbers of
analyzed embryos are indicated (n). (C) Inhibition of PLK1 after G1 phase
affected RPA2 recruitment to the DNA damage site and RAD51 could not be
loaded. Embryos were treated with or without BI2536 after G1 phase, and DNA
damagewas induced with Etop for 3 h in G2 phase before staining. Scale bars:
10 μm.
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Actually, it is not difficult to understand that the activity of PLK1 is
dynamically changed during DDR. Mounting studies have provided
evidence that PLK1 is crucial for mitotic entry following recovery
fromDNAdamage (vanVugt et al., 2004; Yoo et al., 2004; Syljuåsen
et al., 2006; Macůrek et al., 2008; Seki et al., 2008). DNA damage-
mediated cell-cycle arrest allows time to repair DNA lesions, and
PLK1, as a cell cycle-promoting factor, is important for inactivation

during DDR. Indeed, when cells were treated with DNA damaging
agents, PLK1 is inhibited and dephosphorylated (Smits et al., 2000;
Yuan et al., 2004; Jang et al., 2007). But the most recent studies have
established the role for PLK1 immediately after DNAdamage: PLK1-
mediated RAD51 phosphorylation facilitates its recruitment to
damage sites (Yata et al., 2012; Peng et al., 2021). Additionally,
PLK1 could enhance BTR-mediated dissolution of recombination

Fig. 8. PPP4C interacts with PLK1 and dephosphorylates PLK1 when cells exhibit DNA damage. (A) (Top) Co-immunoprecipitation from 293T cells where
HA-tagged PLK1 was stably expressed. Anti-MYC antibody was used for co-immunoprecipitation in untreated (NT), Etop- or X-ray-treated cells, and the western
blot was probed with anti-HA antibody. The negative controls were wild-type 293T cells or 293T cells transfected with expression vectors for MYC and HA-PLK1,
or for MYC-GFP and HA-PLK1. (Bottom) Co-immunoprecipitation of 293T cells where MYC-tagged PPP4C was stably expressed. Anti-HA antibody was used for
co-immunoprecipitation from untreated (NT), Etop- or X-ray-treated cells and the western blot probed with anti-MYC antibody. The negative controls were 293T
cells transfected with expression vectors for HA and MYC-PPP4C. (B) PPP4C deficiency induced sustained phosphorylation of PLK1 at the S137 site and
reduced the tendency of T210 to be phosphorylated, but not significantly. Levels of the indicated proteins in the G2 phase of two-cell embryos were analyzed by
western blot. (C,E) Formation of RAD51, RPA2 and γH2AX foci in no-treatment wild-type two-cell embryos expressing PLK1 variants. (D,F) Formation of RAD51
and RPA2 foci after Etop treatment of wild type two-cell embryos expressing PLK1 variants. WT, wild type PLK1; S137D, S137 mutation to aspartate; S137A,
S137 mutation to alanine; STDD, S137 and T210 both mutated to aspartate. Data are mean±s.e.m. from three independent experiments. *P<0.05, ***P<0.001.
The total numbers of analyzed embryos are indicated (n). Scale bars: 10 μm.
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intermediates and curtail genomic instability at theG2/M transition. In
meiotic cells, PLK1 depletion increased crossover recombination and
aberrant SC processes. So it is conceivable that the activity of PLK1 is
dynamically changed and de-phosphorylation of PLK1 by protein
phosphatase coordinates DNA repair and cell-cycle progression.
During the DNA repair process, PLK1, CDC25 and CDK1 form

a feedback loop and positively regulate the activity of one another
(Murray, 2004; Seki et al., 2008). Several reports have indicated that
the DSB repair pathway choice between NHEJ and HR is dependent
on the regulation of CDK1 (Jazayeri et al., 2006; Chapman et al.,
2012; Escribano-Díaz et al., 2013); e.g. CDK1 triggers DSB
resection by both counteracting the inhibitory effect of the NHEJ
proteins and stimulating the activity of the DSB resection machinery
(Trovesi et al., 2013). In both budding and fission yeast, CDK1-
dependent phosphorylation of Sae2, which is the homologous gene
of CtIP (Rbbp8) in mammals, is needed to remove Ku from DSB
ends in order to allow the action of EXO1 and Sgs1 (Huertas et al.,
2008; Mimitou and Symington, 2010; Trovesi et al., 2013). In
addition, CDK1 can promote extensive resection by counteracting
the inhibitory activity of Rad9 (Mimitou and Symington, 2010;
Trovesi et al., 2013), which is the homologous gene of 53BP1
(Trp53bp1) in mammals.
In human cells, DSB end resection also requires the regulation of

CDKs (Huertas and Jackson, 2009), but it must be inactivated after
DNA end resection, which allows Rad51 and BRCA2 to interact
and use the RPA-coated ssDNA to initiate HR (Esashi et al., 2005;
Jazayeri et al., 2006; Buisson et al., 2017). Remi et al. provided a
model in which HR is a biphasic process requiring both high-CDK
and low-CDK periods (Buisson et al., 2017). In brief, when the
genome is facing DNA damage and replication stress in the S/G2
phase, CDK1 is transiently activated to promote Ku release from

DSB and CtIP-mediated DNA end resection. With the ssDNA
generation and RPA recruitment, ATR is activated, which
suppresses CDK1 through Chk1-mediated degradation or
inhibition of CDC25 phosphatases, and phosphorylates HR
substrates (Buisson et al., 2017). In addition to CHK1, the
upstream factors of CDC25 also involve ATM-CHK2, p38-MK2
and PIM1-c-Tak1 (Karlsson-Rosenthal and Millar, 2006).
Furthermore, there are three CDC25 isoforms in vertebrates. The
regulatory mechanism between DNA damage checkpoint and the
cell cycle therefore remains to be further elucidated.

As shown in Fig. 9A,B, CDK1 activity is dynamic during
development. In the transition from S to G2 phase, DNA end
resection initiated by ATM-MRN occurs in the high-CDK1 period,
then checkpoints (CHK1 and CHK2) are triggered by ATR that is
recruited to ssDNA by RPA and ATM, respectively. Along with the
activation phase of the checkpoint, the cell cycle is arrested by
inhibiting CDC25 and CDK1, so cells have enough time to prepare
for strand invasion during which RAD51 filaments displace RPA
from the 3′ ssDNA ends mediated by BRCA2. In our study, we
found that one of the two very important checkpoint kinases, CHK2,
could not be activated when DNA displays DSBs in PPP4C-
deficient embryos. This induced the downstream cell cycle proteins
CDC25B and CDK1 to lose their cell cycle inhibitory roles and cells
could not carry out DNA repair (Fig. 9C,D). The reason for this was
that the upstream regulatory protein of CHK2, PLK1, could not be
dephosphorylated at S137 due to PPP4C deficiency. S137 is one of
major phosphorylation sites in activated PLK1, so its
phosphorylation could enhance the activation of PLK1 and inhibit
CHK2 by inactivating its FHA domain (Giunta et al., 2010).
Puzzlingly, we do not know why the phosphorylation of another
major phosphorylation site, T210 in activated PLK1, is inhibited in

Fig. 9. A model for the role of PPP4C in HR. (A,B) In wild-type embryonic cells, the CDK1 activity is dynamic during development. In the transition from S to G2
phase, DNA end resection initiated by ATM-MRN occurs in a high-CDK1 period, then checkpoints (CHK1 and CHK2) are triggered by ATR and are recruited to
ssDNA by RPA and ATM, respectively. Along with the activation phase of the checkpoint, the cell cycle is arrested by inhibiting CDC25 and CDK1, so cells have
enough time to prepare for strand invasion during which RAD51 filaments displace RPA from the 30 ssDNA ends mediated by BRCA2. (C,D) In PPP4C-deficient
cells, the mode of CDK1 activity has been changed and CDK1 keeps sustaining activation in the G2 phase. The reason for this is that the Ser137 site of PLK1
cannot be dephosphorylated due to PPP4C deficiency. The activation of PLK1 is then enhanced, which inhibits CHK2 by inactivating its FHA domain when DNA
displays DSBs. Eventually, CDC25B and CDK1 lose inhibition and cells could not carry out DNA repair.
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PPP4C-deficient embryos. The relationship of the two sites may
need further investigation.
Additionally, the damage in embryos may come from two

sources, DNA replication in embryos and the DNA damage
remaining in oocytes, because depletion of PPP4C impairs
genomic integrity in MII oocytes. These lesions in oocytes may
arise from reactive oxygen species during oocyte maturation.
PPP4C is predominantly distributed to the nuclei and also expressed
in the cytoplasm at the GV stage. During oocyte maturation, PPP4C
was mainly distributed in the cytoplasm with no specific
localization. This may indicate that PPP4C has a limited role in
meiosis. Indeed, the absence of PPP4C in oocytes did not affect
oocyte growth and meiotic maturation. As absence of PPP4C
contributes to activating CDK1, no matter whether in interphase or
M phase, activated CDK1 could phosphorylate RPA2 at S23 and
S29 sites, which facilitates exit from a damaged mitosis in the G1
phase (Anantha et al., 2008). Although the interpretation might at
first glance be considered counter-intuitive, it was explained that,
because interphase RPA2 phosphorylation stimulates DNA repair,
RPA modification could similarly promote DNA damage repair in
mitotic cells, thereby reducing the DNA damage signal and
consequently increasing mitotic exit (Anantha and Borowiec,
2009). We also noticed that some Zko embryos could reach the
blastocyst stage or even 10.5 dpc. We speculated this might be due
to heterogeneity between oocytes: those with fewer lesions could
develop through zygotic genome activation and had limited
impairment to genomic integrity. On the other hand, Zp3-Cre is
known to be leaky, it is also likely that the extended embryo
development could be due to Zp3-Cre leakiness.
Our results not only clarify the important roles of PPP4C in early

embryonic development, but also shed light on the regulation of
PLK1 by PPP4C during the process of HR. The dephosphorylation
of PLK1 by PPP4C is required for efficient activation of CHK2 and
inactivation of CDK1 so protein phosphatases might take over the
reins of the regulation between cell cycle and DNA repair during the
damage response (Campos and Clemente-Blanco, 2020). These
findings suggest that more factors should be considered in cancer
therapy and that phosphatases may offer new potential targets for
cancer treatment.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Mouse maintenance and establishment of the conditional
knockout mouse line
All mice care and handling was carried out in compliance with the
guidelines of Animal Care and Use Committee of the Institute of Zoology at
the Chinese Academy of Sciences. The study was reviewed and approved by
the Ethics Committee of the Institute of Zoology, Chinese Academy of
Sciences.

To construct a conditional knockout mouse line for targeting the Ppp4c
allele, exon 3 of Ppp4c was flanked by LoxP site using CRISPR/Cas9-
Mediated Genome Engineering. In the 648 bp oligo donor sequence, two
LoxP (34 bp) sites are inserted 44 bp upstream and 110 bp downstream of
exon 3 (52 bp, transcript variant 2), respectively. The homologous arms of
the donor were designed as 181 bp and 193 bp. The double strand DNA
donor (2 ng/μl), two sgRNAs (50 ng/μl, Table S4) and Cas9 mRNA
(60 ng/μl) were then mixed and injected into pronuclei of fertilized eggs
maintained on the C57BL/6J background with well-recognized pronuclei in
M2 medium (Sigma-Aldrich). The injected zygotes were cultured in KSOM
(Millipore) at 37°C under 5% CO2 in air for approximately 30 min, then 20-
25 zygotes were transferred into the uteri of pseudopregnant ICR females at
0.5 dpc. The offspring were genotyped using tail DNA as a PCR templates
with two oligo-primers (Ppp4c-detF and Ppp4c-detR, Table S4; Fig. 2B),
and further confirmed by sequencing to obtain Ppp4c+/fl mice. The
conditional knockout mouse line was established by crossing female mice

carrying the conditional allele of Ppp4c (Ppp4cfl/fl) with male transgenic
mice (Ppp4cfl/fl; Zp3-cre) expressing the transgene for Cre recombinase
specifically in oocytes at primordial stages.

Breeding assay
In breeding assays, wild-type and Zko genotype female mice at
sexual maturity were continually mated to wild C57BL/6J background
male mice with known fertility for 6 months. At least four mice of each
genotype were used. Unless otherwise stated, all mice used in the following
experiments were about 10 weeks old. Cages were checked daily for
counting the number of litters and pups. The raw data are provided in
Table S2.

Antibodies and reagents
Antibodies and reagents are shown in Table S3.

Irradiation and drug treatment
X-ray irradiation was performed on a rad source RS-2000 X-ray irradiator
(radiation output at 160 KV, 25 mA 0.3 mm Cu filter; central dose rate
1.13 Gy/min). Zeocin, a Cu-mediated DNA sugar oxidizer (Lin et al., 2014),
was added at 10 μg/ml in medium when the oocytes or zygotes were
cultured. Etoposide (Etop), a topoisomerase inhibitor, was added at
50 μg/ml at the indicated time points. BI2536, a PLK1 inhibitor, was
added at 200 nM at the indicated time points. Ro3306, a CDK1 inhibitor,
was added at 10 μM at the indicated time points.

Immunofluorescence
To analyze chromatin-bound γH2AX, RPA2 or RAD51, embryos were pre-
extracted with ice-cold CSK buffer (He et al., 1990) for 5 min, fixed in 4%
paraformaldehyde in PBS for 20 min at room temperature and then blocked
in PBS containing 1 mg/ml BSA for 1 h at room temperature. After
blocking, the embryos were incubated overnight at 4°C with the antibodies
described above at appropriate dilutions. Subsequently, the embryos were
incubated for 1 h with specific fluorescent secondary antibodies at room
temperature after washing three times with washing buffer. Finally, the
embryos were washed three times again followed by incubation with DAPI
for 15 min, and then mounted on glass slides and examined with a laser
scanning confocal microscope (Zeiss LSM 880 META, Germany). Z-series
images were obtained to cover the maximal radius of individual nuclei and
merged for each embryo. The foci in each picture were counted using Imaris
9.2.1 software. The parameters used for spot detection was estimated XY
diameter, 0.4 μm. Filter type was intensity sum of square. The analysis
results were from at least three independent experiments. For protein
location and α-tubulin immunofluorescence staining in oocytes or embryos,
pre-extraction was not needed and embryos were fixed first in 4%
paraformaldehyde followed by permeabilization in membrane
permeabilization solution (0.5% Triton X-100).

BrdU staining
Two-cell embryos at different time points after one-cell division were
incubated in KSOM medium supplemented with 100 μM BrdU for 1 h.
After incubation, the embryos were fixed for 20 min in 4%
paraformaldehyde and permeabilized for 20 min in 0.5% Triton X-100.
The embryos were then treated with 1.5 M HCl in PBS containing 1%
Tween 20 for 7 min, and subsequently blocked in PBS containing 1 mg/ml
BSA for 1 h at room temperature after washing three times with washing
buffer. After blocking, the embryos were incubated overnight at 4°C with
the anti-BrdU antibodies at appropriate dilutions, followed by staining with
secondary Alexa Fluor FITC-conjugated antibody.

Chromosome spread
Chromosome spreads were performed as previously described (Hodges and
Hunt, 2002). Briefly, MII oocytes were collected and the zona pellucida was
removed prior to fixation by transient exposure to Acid Tyrode’s solution
(Sigma-Aldrich). Zona-free oocytes were washed in M2 medium and then
transferred onto a clean glass slide that was dipped in a solution of 1%
paraformaldehyde in distilled H2O (pH 9.2) containing 0.15% Triton X-100
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and 3 mM dithiothreitol. The slide dried slowly in a humid chamber for
several hours and was stained with DAPI for analysis.

Natural ovulation examination
For the natural ovulation assay, ∼10-week-old female mice were mated with
fertile males overnight. Successful mating was confirmed by the presence of
vaginal plugs. Fertilized eggs were harvested from oviducts, counted and
analyzed after removal of the cumulus mass by treatment with 3 mg/ml
hyaluronidase (Sigma-Aldrich) in M2 medium.

Culture and collection of mouse oocytes and early embryos
To harvest oocytes or embryos, females were intraperitoneally injected with
10 IU of PMSG followed by 10 IU of hCG after 48 h to promote ovulation.
Oocytes or embryos were manipulated in M2 at the indicated time points
after hCG injection: MII oocytes, 14 h; zygotes, 22-30 h; two-cell embryos,
48 h. Germinal vesicle stage (GV) oocytes were obtained 48 h after PMSG
injection. The GV stage oocytes were isolated from ovaries and cultured in
M2 medium under paraffin oil at 37°C, 5% CO2 in air, while zygotes were
cultured in KSOM medium. Oocytes and zygotes were collected at specific
times of culture for immunofluorescence staining, western blotting or
chromosome spread.

Quantitative real-time RT-PCR
The mRNA was extracted from oocytes using RNeasy micro kit (Qiagen)
according the manufacturer’s instructions. The first cDNA strand was
synthesized using Superscript II (Invitrogen). Quantitative real-time PCR
(qRT-PCR) was carried out using fast real-time PCR systems (ABI). Triple
samples were analyzed for each gene, and the housekeeping gene Gapdh
was used as control gene. The expression level was evaluated by 2−ΔΔCt.
Primers are shown in Table S4.

Comet assay of oocyte chromosome integrity
Oocytes harvested from ∼10-week-old mice underwent a comet assay as
previously described (Speit and Hartmann, 2006) with slight changes.
In brief, oocytes were carefully blown into a 0.5% LMP (Low-melting-
point) agarose layer that was covered by the normal melting agarose on
a dish. The dish was incubated at 4°C for 5 min and then lowered into ice-
cold freshly made lysing solution at 4°C for 1 h. The dish was then washed
with distilled water three times and then the DNA was unwound using
alkaline buffer for 20 min on ice. Electrophoresis was carried out at 25 V for
20 min. Finally, the cells on the dish were stained with ethidium bromide
(20 μg/ml) for 15 min and then examined with a TE300 fluorescence
microscope (Nikon, Japan). The comet tail length and comet tail DNAwere
analyzed using CASP software.

Conventional western immunoblotting
A total of 200 oocytes or embryos were mixed with SDS sample buffer and
boiled for 5 min at 100°C for SDS-PAGE. Western blot was performed as
described previously (Qi et al., 2013), using antibodies against PPP4C,
γH2AX, H2AX, p-CHK1S345, p-CDK1Y15 and p-BRCA2S3291 at 1:1000
and antibodies against GAPDH and α-tubulin at 1:2000. Suppliers and
catalog codes are provided in Table S3.

Automated western immunoblotting
The capillary-based western immunoblots were performed with sample
prepared kit (Protein Simple) according to the manufacturer’s standard
instruction. Each sample, which included about 100 ng total protein of
five embryos, was separated and detected on the WES System (Protein
Simple). Proteins were detected with the following primary antibodies:
rabbit anti-p-CHK2T68, rabbit anti-p-CHK2S383, rabbit anti-CHK2, rabbit
anti-p-CDC25BS323, rabbit anti-CDC25B and rabbit anti-GAPDH.
Suppliers and catalog codes are provided in Table S3.

Nanoimmuno capillary isoelectric focusing
We performed Nanimmuno capillary isoelectric focusing (NICIF) with
Nanopro 1000 (Protein Simple) following manufacturer’s protocol. Briefly,
each group of 30 embryos was washed oncewith CellWash Buffer and lysed

with 3 μl Bicine/CHAPS Lysis Buffer and Sample Diluent added 4× DMSO
Inhibitor mix on ice for 30 min. Cell lysates weremixed with 9 μl Premix G2
pH3-10 separation gradient and loaded into a 384-well microplate. Anti-
PLK1 antibody was diluted with Antibody Diluent at 1:50 and secondary
antibody was diluted with Antibody Diluent at 1:100 (Table S3). The
experiment was independently repeated twice. Data analysis was carried out
using Compass Software.

Construction of plasmids
Double-stranded DNA donor of mouse ppp4c was ordered from Sangon
Biotech (Shanghai, China) and cloned into puc57 vector. The px330-ppp4c
sgRNA-L and px330-ppp4c sgRNA-R were used for expressing Cas9 and
sgRNA in vitro transcription. Full-length mouse ppp4c was cloned into a
pcs2+ vector expressing MYC-tag and plk1 was cloned into a pcmv vector
expressing HA-tag. The gene eGFP was cloned from a px458 vector and
sub-cloned into the Fse1-Xba1 sites of pcs2+.

mRNA microinjection of mouse zygotes
Full-length mouse plk1 was cloned into modified pcs2+ vector containing
SP6 promoter. PCR-based Plk1 point mutations were generated by mutating
Plk1 primers (Table S3) in the pcs2+-plk1 vector using the KOD-Plus-
Mutagenesis Kit (SMK-101, Toyobo). All plasmid constructs were verified
by sequencing. Linearised plasmid was used for in vitro transcription with
the mMESSAGE mMACHINE Kit (Ambion) and purified with an RNeasy
MinElute Cleanup Kit (Qiagen). Purified mRNA concentrations were
measured using UV spectrophotometer and then dissolved in nuclease-free
water at 1200 ng/μl. Mouse zygotes at 24 h post-hCG were collected and
microinjected with 5-10 pl mRNA and cultured in KSOM medium.

Co-immunoprecipitation
293T cells were transfected with the indicated plasmids using Lipofectamine
3000 (L3000015, Invitrogen) according to the reagent protocol. At 40 h after
transfection, cells were treated with 50 μg/ml etoposide or X-ray (10 Gy) to
induce lesions. After 3 h, cells were collected and resuspended in lysis buffer
(P0013, Beyotime) supplemented with protease inhibitor. Then, the lysates
were incubated on ice for 30 min and centrifuged at 13,500 g for 15 min at
4°C. The supernatant was collected and 300 μl was incubated with 2 μl
indicated antibody and 25 μl Protein A/G Magentic beads (B23201, bimake)
for 6 h with rotation at 4°C. Beads were washed five times with lysis buffer,
then 40 μl 1× SDS loading buffer was added for western blotting.

Statistical analyses
All experiments were repeated at least three times. All analyses were
performed using GraphPad Prism 5 software. Results are expressed as mean
±s.e.m. For all comparisons that involved multiple time points, a two-way
repeated measurement ANOVA and post-hoc Bonferroni multiple-
comparisons test were used to assess P-values. A two-tailed, unpaired
Student’s t-test was performed to compare two different groups, and an
unpaired test was performed on non-parametric data. P<0.05 was considered
statistically significant.
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Fig. S1. Characterization of PPP4C during mouse oocyte meiotic maturation and 

early embryo development. (A) Western blot showing the expression pattern of PPP4C 

in oocytes, zygotes and 2-cell embryos. A total of 100 oocytes were collected after being 

cultured for 0 and 14 h, corresponding to the germinal vesicle (GV) and metaphase Ⅱ 

(MⅡ) stages, respectively. A total of 100 embryos were collected at 24 h and 48h after 

hCG treatment with successful mating, corresponding to 1-cell and 2-cell stages. 

Samples were immunoblotted using anti-PPP4C and anti-β-ACTIN antibodies. (B) 

Representative images of subcellular localization of PPP4C during oocyte meiotic 

maturation and early embryo development. Oocytes were double stained for PPP4C 

(red) and DNA (blue) at the GV, MⅡ, 1-cell and 2-cell stages. (C) Representative images 

of subcellular localization of myc-PPP4C during oocyte meiotic maturation and early 

embryo development. Cells were injected with myc-Ppp4c mRNA before staining. Scale 

bars: 20 μm. 
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Fig. S2. Depletion of PPP4C does not affect oocyte meiotic maturation. (A) Total 

RNA samples prepared with ~50 WT and Zko oocytes and subjected to real-time RT-

PCR showed no expression of Ppp4c mRNA in Zko oocytes. Results are mean ± SEM. * 

* *P < 0.001. (B) Comparable PBE rates of WT and Zko oocytes. Germinal vesicle (GV)

oocytes were isolated and matured in vitro; oocytes that extruded the first polar body 

(PBE) were counted at 14 h. Representative DIC images are shown. Data are presented 
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as mean ± SEM. In vitro maturation (IVM) experiments were repeated at least three 

times. Scale bars: 100 μm. (C) Representative images of staining for DNA (blue) and 

immunostaining for α-tubulin (green) showing normal spindle assembly in Zko oocytes 

at the metaphase of MⅡ stage. Scale bars: 10 μm. The percentages of oocytes with a 

normal spindle at the MⅡstage of each genotype are presented as mean ± SEM. The 

numbers of analyzed oocytes are indicated (n). (D) Chromosome spread of MⅡ oocytes 

from WT and Zko mice, showing chromosomes stained with DAPI (blue). Representative 

images are shown. Scale bars: 10 μm. The number of chromosomes from each oocyte 

was counted and the percentages showing euploidy (i.e. 20 pairs of chromatids) MⅡ 

oocytes of each genotype are presented as mean ± SEM. The total numbers of analyzed 

oocytes are indicated (n). 
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Fig. S3. Depletion of PPP4C impairs genomic integrity of fertilized eggs. (A) γH2AX 

was assessed during oocyte maturation using chromatin spread preparations (B) Zygotes 

of WT and Zko females were obtained at 22, 24, 28 and 30 h post-hCG and stained with 

anti-γH2AX antibody. Scale bars: 20 μm. 
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Fig. S4. (A) FANCD2 foci were assessed in G2 phase 2-cell WT and Zko embryos. 

Aphidicolin (an inhibitor of DNA synthesis, APH，0.1μg/mL treated from G1 to G2 phase) 

treated group was used as a positive control. Foci were analyzed with imaris software. 

Results are mean ± SEM from three independent experiments. * * *P < 0.001. The total 

numbers of analyzed embryos are indicated as n. (B) BRCA2 S3291 was hyper-

phosphorylation in PPP4C-deficiency 2-cell embryos. Levels of the indicated proteins in 

G2 phase of 2-cell embryos were analyzed by Western blot.  (C) Inhibition of PLK1 since 

G1 phase affectsγH2AX foci. 2-cell embryos were treated with or without BI2536 since 

G1 phase, and DNA damage was induced by etoposide for 3h in G2 phase before staining. 
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 Fig. S5. Quantification of posttranslational modification (PTM) of PLK1 in G2 phase 

 of 2-cell embryos as revealed by NICIF. Top, representative traces for PLK1. Bottom, 

 NICIF pseudoblot representation. 
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 Fig. S6. Entire original wes pictures.   
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Table S1. Original data of breeding assay. 
WT Zko 

F2710 F7253 F7037 F5386 F2708 F2797 F7255 F7040 
1st mon 4 9 5 7 0 0 3 0 
2nd mon 11 15 11 12 4 0 13 3 
3rd mon 19 15 16 21 4 4 20 6 
4th mon 25 27 22 28 4 4 20 6 
5th mon 30 31 35 30 8 7 25 10 
6th mon 36 40 45 30 8 7 25 17 
litters/mother 7 5 6 5 2 2 4 4 

  Table S2. Original data of embryos at E10.5. 
NO. embryos/female 

WT 8 9 9 7 4 8 8 10 
Zko 2 5 4 5 1 5 7 6 

  
 
Table S3. Antibodies and reagents. 

Name Application Dilution 

anti-PPP4C(Abcam,ab16475) 
IF 1:200 

WB 1:1000 
anti-RAD51 (Abcam,ab133534) IF 1:200 

anti-BrdU (Abcam,ab6326) IF 1:200 
anti-α-tubulin (Sigma,DM1A) IF 1:1000 

PLK1 (Sigma,SAB1404220) 
WB 1:1000 

NICIF 1:50 
anti-MYC (Sigma,M4439) IF 1:1000 

anti-γH2AX (Cell Signaling,5438S) 
IF 1:200 

WB 1:1000 

anti-γH2AX (Cell Signaling,7631T) 
IF 1:200 

WB 1:1000 
anti-p-CHK1S345 (Cell Signaling,2341S) WB 1:1000 

anti-RPA2 (Cell Signaling,2208) IF 1:200 

anti-GAPDH (Cell Signaling,5174) 
WB 1:1000 
Wes 1:100 

anti-α-tubulin(Cell Signaling,2144) WB 1:1000 
anti-p-CDK1 Y15 (Abclonal,AP0016) WB 1:1000 

anti-HA (Abclonal, AE008) 
WB 1:1000 
IP 1:25 

anti-CHK2 (Abclonal,A0466) Wes 1:25 
anti-p-BRCA2S3291 (Immunoway,YP0512) WB 1:1000 
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anti-p-CHK2T68 (Immunoway,YP0065) Wes 1:25 
anti-p-CHK2S383 (Immunoway,YP0538) Wes 1:25 

anti-p-CDC25BS323 (Immunoway,YP0057) Wes 1:25 
anti-p-PLK1T210 (Immunoway,YP0964) WB 1:1000 
anti-p-PLK1S137 (Immunoway,YP0434) Wes 1:25 

anti-FANCD2 (Abcam,ab108928) IF 1:200 
alexa 594 goat anti-rabbit (Invitrogen,A11012) IF 1:1000 
alexa FITC goat anti-rat (ZSGB-Bio,ZF-0315) IF 1:1000 

alexa 488 goat anti-mouse (Invitrogen,A11029) IF 1:1000 
alexa 647 goat anti-mouse (Invitrogen,A31571) IF 1:1000 
HRP-conjugated anti-mouse (ZSGB-BIO, 2304) WB 1:2000 
HRP-conjugated anti-rabbit (ZSGB-BIO, 2301) WB 1:2000 

Ro-3306 (selleck, s7747) CDK1 inhibitor 10μM 
BI-2536 (Medchemexpress, HY-50698) Plk1 inhibitor 200nM 

BML-277 (selleck,S8632) CHK2 inhibitor 10μM 
Etoposide (Sigma, E1383) lesion inducer 50ug/ml 

BrdU (Sigma, 858811) DNA synthesis maker 100uM 
aphidicolin (Sigma, A-0781) DNA synthesis inhibitor 0.1ug/ml 

Abbreviation: 
IF, immunofluorescence staining 
NICIF, Nanimmuno capillary isoelectric focusing 
WB, western blotting 
Wes, Automated Western immunoblotting 

Table S4. Primer sequences. 
Name 5’->3’ 

Guiding 
RNA 

targeting at 
Ppp4c 

sgRNA-L 
CACCGGTCAGGAATTGGGCTGGGC 
AAACGCCCAGCCCAATTCCTGACC 

sgRNA-R 
CACCGCCTCGATACAAGAATTAGA 
AAACTCTAATTCTTGTATCGAGGC 

PCR 
Ppp4c-detF GCATACTTCTGTCCCACG 
Ppp4c-detR GTGTTTCCTGGGAGACTCCC 

qRT-PCR 

Ppp4c-qF CTTGGTAGAAGAGAGCAACGTG 
Ppp4c-qR CGCCACCTACTCTGAACAGC 
Gapdh-qF TTGTCTCCTGCGACTTCAACA 
Gapdh-qR ACCAGGAAATGAGCTTGACAAAG 

Site-directed 
mutant 

PLK1-S137D-F GACCTCCTGGAGCTGCACA 
PLK1-S137A-F GCCCTCCTGGAGCTGCAC 
PLK1-S137-R CCTCCTGCGACAGAGCTC 
PLK1-T210D-F GACTTGTGTGGCACTCCTA 
PLK1-T210A-F GCCTTGTGTGGCACTCCT 
PLK1-T210-R CTTCTTTCGTTCCCCTTCATAT 
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